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   & 
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                      by Sofia Coniglio neé le Chat Noir 
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 To all the Altruists of the World 

 

A Luta continua, Vitoria e Certa 

 

The Struggle continues, but Victory is 

Certain 
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Drink of the Belladonna, and take in of her bewitching 

brew, that glorious scent…  

       Drinketh me, She beckoth. A vial of veritable.   

      

For here is where it gets Curioser and Curioser, and down 

that Rabbit Hole we must go…  

 

To the Land awash with Tears and Very Merry 

un’Birthdays and White Roses painted Scarlet…  

 

One turn of The Page and it’s through the Looking Glass 

we go...  

        For what is Life, if not Smoke & Mirrors... 

  

And remember...  

     Ever and always...  

                Not all who wonder are lost.  
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Smile, yes, it’s me, the devilish rebel, look at this page any 

time you’re feeling down and it will make you smile, 

‘cause I’ve usually got a big cheesy grin on mine.  

     Like this:  

 

 

 

*Cue sketch or cut out of the cheesiest grin you can find 

from within or without!* 

 

 

Jer Cheshire Cat 
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So, hey there, well there’s a couple of things that you’ll get 

in this such as 

 

Songs 

 

Poems  

 

Drawings  

 

Sayings  

 

And probably some other things  

 

Now bttµms up!   
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Rover rover, let Sofia play over...  

 

Thursday, 7th Dec (Year matters not if you must 

know...) 

 

‘Our lives may be easier 

But never will they be as full.’ 

Jane Hatchward 
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‘When the road gets dark 

& you can no longer see, 

Let my love throw us far 

& have a little faith in me.  

And when the tears you cry, 

Are all that you can believe,  

Just give these loving arms a try, 

& have a little faith in me. 

Have a little faith in me…  

& when your secret heart  

Cannot speak so easily  

Come here, darlin’  

& we’ll whisper a star 

To have a little faith in me…  

& have a little faith in me…’ 

 

 John Hiatt, ‘Have a Little Faith in Me’ 
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Now… Reach out and Touch Someone 

The Cheshire Catpurrs… 

 

*Now doodle those outstretched feline paws! What’r 

yawaitin’ for?!* 
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Cheshire Cat is at it again… Crayons at the ready… Let’s 

hope you’re high on life for this one!  

 

Oh look! A flying carpet!  

 

 

 

Oh no… It plummets 

 

 

Wait. It’s had a vodka tonic and flies back up  

 

 

Now it’s on drugs and is flying with the clouds… Or 

counting sheep. Who can say?! 

 

 

 

 

{So silly, says the White Rabbit. Jer Cat just grins and 

fades into a slice of moon mocking.} 
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{Oh, Sofia, not you again! Here goes...! Alice interjects. 

And control that confounded Cheshire!!}  

 

Thurs, 7th Dec 

 

‘Hope you find what you’re looking for…’  

 

I don’t know what I’m supposed to be looking for 

anymore. I don’t know How or WHAT I’m expected 

to B… For what purpose…  

     I used to wake feeling inspired that, no matter what 

might happen that particular day at least I had 

PURPOSE! I truly believed I’d realised that 

seemingly obvious substance that was Life… It was 

My Life… & I feel I’ve lost it all! I’m lost! Horribly 

lost. Confoundedly lost.  

     Every minute of every day I feel there’s something 

I’m missing, something I’m just not ‘getting’ for some 

reason…. I mean, that doesn’t well, mean, I’m not 

happy. Happiness is… Happy? I’ve got too much. Too 

many amazing friends. A great home. A wonderful 
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family. My music. My flicks. But I just wish someone 

would kindly tell me what to DO!  

       The worst is having to be strong for everyone in 

my life that I do love. Those who are unhappy and 

looking for answers and I have nothing NOTHING to 

give because 2B Frank, I don’t have the slightest of 

inclinations anymore… & I used to think I had the 

basics down… There was plenty room for 

improvement. Sure. But the basics were all there… & I 

had faith in these ideals, & CONVICTION.  

     I just don’t see the point anymore, though. I’ve put 

myself into thse ideals, convincing myself of my 

purpose and destiny, offering everything to form 

bonds that I’ve watched crumble B4 my very own 

eyes, feeling helpless & alone… & I’m afraid of who 

I’m becoming… Relationships need attention, need to 

B seen 2, worked @, & I just can’t convince myself it’s 

worth it!  

      I’m bitchin’ to myself about things fcuk out, but at 

the end of the day there’s only one person I can see 

who deserves the blame…!  
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        I made a solemn promise to myself at the 

beginning of this year that I’d no longer be a passivist 

in my very own life, but… I dunno much of anything 

anymore… & all I’m looking 4 is the love 2 guide me 

as it always has, but then again, I’m not so sure it will 

for quite some time still!  

       I’m sick to my stomach. Of feeling ungracious in 

feeling I have nobody; even that statement would B 

complicated… I don’t have mayB what I’ve had 

before, but what I have now is solid… & all my friends 

that still stand by R so good to m, and most of them 

would NEVER EVER EVER trade it back. I never 

have the slightest doubt that, for the 1st time in my 

life, I know friendships that’re beyond pettiness $ any 

nastiness or ugliness or jealousy or self^gain, but just 

pure & strong & HONEST. And I hate myself for 

having my days when I just feel thtat despite it all, I 

simply don’t belong!  

& I wish I could explain to someone… that I wanna B 

strong but I guess I’m not really… I’ll keep trying 
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though. There’s always that at Least. *Cue smiley face 

or rainbow in full resplendence* 

 

‘Ah the Exquisite Beauty of Actually Trying’ 

Sighs the Hare with the Amber Eyes 

 

I can’t afford to be weak, & despise any self-pity from 

my own person but I’m full of itm and get my kicks 

from wallowing in it like a self^absorbed brat from 

time 2 time! And I keep too much inside, but can’t let 

it out 4 the sake of those I love. I wanna be able to go 

out, with faith in my dreams and in me, My Elf and I. 

To see how much subtle yet overpowering, someohow 

empowering beauty I’m surrounded by in everything 

my life contains, and be able to reflect it to those who 

need it, and live each and every SINGLE MOMENT in 

the PRESENT moment… & I hate it when they see 

me in my pitiful state, ‘cause I shouldn’t need 

anyone’s sympathy or concern, & I don’t want them 

worrying when I know @ the end of the day I’ll be A 

Okay. That the only reason for my wussi-ish 
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behaviour & ‘woe’s me attitude’ that I’d be able to 

come up with at the end of it all would be one girl’s 

silliness….  

     And I’d feel like some big cry baby ‘cause I figure 

the complexities R all just in this muddled mind of 

mine, & that if I would only find that faith again, 

everything would be revealed in all its glorious 

simplicity!  

 

I’m missing that one person… There R some things 

you can’t say to the people around you, & you need 

just that one person who can read you even when you 

don’t really want them 2… But you kinda do want 

them to… Weird isn’t it?  

 

*Cue weird doodle!*  

 

And you don’t have to be that all^powerful, 

inhumanly confident ‘Wonder Woman’ stereotype all 

the time on days when you’re angry without reason, or 

feeling as though you’re gonna shatter from the inside 
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out… nothing but beautiful broken bones. You can 

weep like a willow, like a 2 year old sobbing your 

miseries away, the full waterworks. A waterfall 

unleashed. And without feeling the slightest 

imposition or embarrassed… I hate being vulnerable 

when someone can see me crumbling, but I crave it 

nonetheless…  

      I would usually ask if I was asking too much. 

Right now, I’m @ a loss 4 what the hell it is I’m 

asking for… All I know is I’m a chick with no best 

friend, no boy of my own, and a handful of wonderful 

guy friends to make up for all the girl friends I lack. 

Again ‘woe is me’. Honestly! Mostly the guy friends 

have each other. So whether 

I’m part of the official clan one can only speculate I 

guess. Or be the girl who gave zero fcuks when truth 

be told, I’m the girl who gave too many fcuks in my 

search for love N meaning.  

Signing off for today. Alice and rabbit out!  

Ps. For some reason people kid themselves that they’re 

in competition with each other… And I just want em 
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all to B ‘shiny, happy people’… It’s either that or I 

wana B granted 2 sage someone, B someone’s angel & 

find my own in the midst… or mist!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

{Sofia really does her knickers in a pickle, just like you 

White Rabbit, Alice remarks matter-of-factly.} 
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Well hey here’s a song. Don’t analyse too much. So 

remember I’ll always be there to talk to… 

 

Fragile  

She doesn’t see the meaning, she tries to get away 

Sometimes it’s just that nothing matters 

And seems worth saying 

I won’t let you fall apart 

 

We’ll find the perfect place to go where we can run & hide 

I’ll Build a wall and we can keep them on the other side 

 

It’s something I have to do 

I was there too 

Before everything else  

I was like you  

Jer Cheshire Cat 
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The Little Prince 

 

‘No said the little prince.’ I am looking for friends. What 

does ‘tame’ mean? 

 

‘It is something which is too often forgotten,’ said the fox.  

‘It means to establish ties…’ 

 

‘To establish ties?’ 

 

‘That’s right,’ said the fox. ‘To me, you are still just a 

little boy like a hundred thousand other little boys and I 

have no need of you. And you have no need of me either, 

either. To you I am just a fox like a hundred thousand 

other foxes. But if you tame me, we shall need one 

another. To me, you will be unique. And I shall be 

unique to you.’  

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 
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{Dateless. Has she no concept of time, asks the White 

Rabbit? Really, Sofia?!} 

 

I can’t believe that someone as incredibly blessed as I 

am actually finds the time to bitch!  

    I’m constantly drawn to the blatant fact that I’ve 

been given one helluva bunch of wonderful, sincere, 

caring sould who have my best interest at heart…  

     I guess it’s just that someone can be surrounded by 

loved one and still find themselves feeling lonely…?! 

       But give me a couple of hours and I’m peachy 

keen again…?!!! What the actual.  

      I just have no track of my train of thought 

anymore… It used to follow more or less an idea. One 

idea. Now it goes off in every possible direction in one 

single moment, and there’s not a certainty, a centre, or 

core, to this big mess where it all meets up… It’s just 

broken and skattered and VERY confusing!  

Sofia 
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(ps. I’m pretty sure that I still have faith though… 

that I am destined 4 a fulfilling, happy existence! *cue 

happy face or rainbow or a star to wish upon!* 

 

(p.p.s. EVENTUALLY!)  

 

(p.p.p.s.) No, I definitely do have the faith that the 

love will find me one day, so long as I’m patient and 

always give of myself, remembering most else counts 

for nothing in the final hour…)  

 

Friday 8th, Dec 

 

Sometimes I really don’t have a clue about myself… If 

you’d caught me a couple of hours ago I would’ve 

reminded myself of Chicken Little, convinced the sky 

is about to fall on her head…  

   Now…  

   Now I’m contemplating how long it’s gonna take me 

to earn the cash for a pair of the deadliest jeans… I 

don’t make much sense of myself lately… So I’m 
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wondering how in the hell are others gonna figure me 

out?! 

      I still have not the foggiest what my game plan is, 

or should be. But, unlike yesterday, when I felt my 

world and everything I’d built up was falling to the 

ground, my castles in the sky, to fcuk all… I don’t 

really mind that I don’t know where I’m going… Wel, 

Today @ least, anyway.  

      I’m feeling hopefull 2day, truly hopeful…not 

disillusioned… That whatever I’m looking 4 knows 

itself, has its worth, time, & will find me when both 

situation and myself R ready…  

 

So for the time being I’ll let myself B inspired by the 

Theory of Flight & remember that though we ‘may 

not quite be soaring yet, at least we’re not six foot 

beneath the ground.’ And that’s a helluva lot to be 

grateful for… So in the meantime I’ll just ‘get the fcuk 

on with it’! Stop trying to put reason in2 everything, 

& take a lesson on life from a friend & try freefalling 

for a change… 
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     I guess I’m just a tad apprehensive when it comes 

to freefalling, realising how hard it is to do things 

without fear, and with faith instead…  

      Even when I truly feel I’m in the faith, the 

slightest sign of a loss makes me realise how 

completely terrified I am… I’m petrified of losing 

everything… Oh well. We shall see. S’pose some days 

that feels more of a reality on others * that’s what gets 

me...  
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Saturday, 9th Dec 

 

I think there’s just something in one’s self that despite 

all circumstances, can never be broken, never be lost... 

No matter where one finds one’s self, it’s always been 

there and won’t be going anywhere...  

     The other night at the restaurant, Samwise was 

talkin’ about all these issues she’s been having with 

her boyfriend (ex?), & we started discussing the secret 

workings of love * klife * the higher powers, & the 

next thing, it all came flooding back to me... 

Everything I’ve always built everything else on, 

everything I’ve always believed in, put my all in... & 

it’ll never leave me... it IS me!  

         Me.  

         My iss-ness. 

         It’s kinda the whole ever-optimistic, nevertheless 

hopeless romantic scenario that I’m completely taken 

by... Aaargh!~ 4get it! I’ve lost my train of thought... 

Guess that’s what happens when you hv to go off 2 
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work and come back expecting 2 pick up where you 

left off!  

      I’m thinking my next entry’s gonna have 2B one of 

those famous tributes bcos I have AMAZING 

friends!!!!   

 

 

Monday, 11th Dec 

 

How can I figure out my way of life, if I feel like its 

being condemned even B4 it’s realistation.  

Sofia is hurt. For today.  
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Friday, 15th Dec 

 

Well... ? Apparently I’m very ‘spiriKual’...!?! Guess @ 

least, supposedly, I come across that way? <mmm.  

 

 

{A picture would be nice, methinks. Alice puts a penny 

in the slot.} 
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P.S. I wish I had all the answers... & I wish I had it in 

my power to make everyone 100% happy... but to 

please everyone you can’t always be True to Your Self. 

You have to follow your won Heart @ the end of the 

day, even if it causes others hurt...  

     But Still.  
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Sunday, 17th Dec 

 

Well, Friday’s little briefing I did @ work was pretty 

much as corny as they come! I’m quite the predictable 

Loser on my own occasions. It’s just that I know 

exactly what the answer is going to be, it’s just how 

you play it. That’s where i’m not so certain...  

    And what EXACTLY it is that I’m bracing myself 

for... That’s a matter Im NEVER certain on!  

      I guess I’m just a tad frustrated right now... I 

believe that sometimes things in life that simply 

aren’t, are pretty blatant... & in these instances, 

confrontation has no part, has nothing to relieve, 

simply pointless. Then again I could be wrong. 

Wouldn’t be a first.  

        I mean, that’s just the way I believe in seeing 

things through. Non Confrontationalist.  

       Sure. Ask me an honest que4stion and you’ll get 

an honest answer 4 sure.  

       But I don’t go out of my way looking to bear it all! 

Unburden.  
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       I feel it’ll quite honestly just cause strain where it 

wouldn’t be needed or wanted. MayB I’ve got the 

wrong spin on things...  

       My way of of things I feel is perhaps the most self-

sacrificial one... I dunno... Without meaning 2 sound 

like a self-elected MarTry to a cause, I guess I just 

believe that though it takes an initial shite load of 

courage 2 leave absolutely nothing 2 b questioned, to 

give it all up... It gets easier within from that mark 

on... ?  

        Maybe I’m fit for being termed ‘Cowardice’. Fair 

enough.  

     I wonder that myself often even.  

     But sometimes things are just the way they are 

because they’re wanted that way. (& this intent may 

excuse you, but you’re only one lowly man...!)...  

       So why complicate life more by trying 2 force 

matters that would never be other8wise?  

         Sometimes I contemplate perhaps in my trying 

to keep it all simple, I don’t know... Maybe I 

complicate or placate it further. I’m constantly 
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creating complications 4 myself... {*a sweet, deep 

sigh.*} 

 

Interlude.  

 

{And just look at the time! Tick Tock Tic Tac, Little 

Rabbit!!} 

 

Sorrowfully Loving the Hate 

 

A SorrowFull Gaze, on a FateFull Day 

No time to Regret, just get on and Forget 

That 

‘s the worst part 

To Live up 

No Fight, No crime,  

No time 

Don’t let things slip  

Away 

It’s hard to find again. 

To carry on 
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It’s just realshone 

Hold tight 

& pull close 

Draw near, sea clear 

“Birw down” 

Drink deep  

Let love clean your festering sores 

 

I’m in a weird mood. Pleaswe forgive me. Sad and 

melancholy. This Infinite Sadness... So i’ve decided to 

sip from the cup and pass out. That’s me. For today. A 

tree canopy and midnight awaits... Fading into You...  

Yer Cheshire Cat and His Bigg Cheesey Grin 

 

{Not this again! Alice screws her nose. The Rabbit checks 

if his tocker is still ticking...}  

 

Sofia Cont.  

 

... maybe it’s my way of challenging the odds... If it 

can’t be done, it will be. I wish I had this conviction. 
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In my personal life that is. There’s part of this whole 

Blind Faith thing... Naivety... Putting yourself before 

others to shield them... loving another wholly and 

completely... Childlke openness... Total surrender... To 

a situation... I find it all truly admirable. Heartfully 

so.  

      But is \it the right way to be? The BEST way to 

be?  

 

{Perhaps, sweet Sofia, it is the Rite way to be...}  

 

But what if it leaves me, the person on the receiving 

end, in a bit of jam, a pickle? & I’m not sure if setting 

one’s self up free like that, open, putting whatever one 

has into existing relationships on the line for things 

that could never find their footing... Well? Golly.  
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Tuesday, 19th Dec  

 

Some people are quite simply such amazingly 

beautuyful peeps that you’re left in awe of such 

innocence & Virtue. .. Just BEAUTYIFUL PPL...  

      Just ‘what you see, is what you get’.... What is 

given... 

      And I wish that things were different, wern’t the 

way they are. Fcuk knows it would be a julleva lot 

easier if they wern’t... But you can’t go back & erase 

parts of the Past; it would be turning a blind eye to 

the most powerful parts of who you R, & no 1 eva told 

me realising yourself 2 a greater extent only muddled 

life more!   

      I wish nothing was ever complicated! I s’pose could 

even mean that one had simply ceased to Care. 

Anymore.  

      And you can always kid yourself that you’re the B 

All * End All of your lil but immense universe, but if  

you take the time 2 give a damn, it’s never so...  
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    I wish I hardly knew myself @ all on some days, but 

that would be against everything I love and have faith 

in... & Until you know your self, & have a grasp on 

your reasoning * understanding * acceptance of your 

emotions...  

      Well, then, you’ll never give others of your self 

what you should. From the bottom of that beautiful 

heart, the compass and celestial star and Roman 

candle, wanting oh so to burn bright and gloriously for 

all to see, filling the void, and bursting through the 

cracks, a shimmering luminescence.  

        With a confidante in your Self Knowledge, yu can 

finally give, COMPLETELY, without judgement, 

without questioning, & find love in all its honest 

selflessness... it’s true axis upon which all spins. Bold 

as love as Jimi jams.  

        Ag. Feck it for today. I dunno.  

      

I. Just. Don’t... KNOW!  These are but muddled 

dreams, jer dearest Cheshire.  

 


